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Abstract
Flying snakes of genus Chrysopelea possess a highly dynamic gliding behavior, which is dominated
by an undulation in the form of lateral waves sent posteriorly down the body. The resulting highamplitude periodic variations in the distribution of mass and aerodynamic forces have been
hypothesized to contribute to the stability of the snake’s gliding trajectory. However, a previous 2D
analysis in the longitudinal plane failed to reveal a significant effect of undulation on the stability in
the pitch direction. In this study, a theoretical model was used to examine the dynamics and stability
characteristics of flying snakes in three dimensions. The snake was modeled as an articulated chain
of airfoils connected with revolute joints. Along the lines of vibrational control methods, which
employ high-amplitude periodic inputs to produce desirable stable motions in nonlinear systems,
undulation was considered as a periodic input to the system. This was implemented either by directly
prescribing the joint angles as periodic functions of time (kinematic undulation), or by assuming
periodic torques acting at the joints (torque undulation). The aerodynamic forces were modeled
using blade element theory and previously determined force coefficients. The results show that
torque undulation, along with linearization-based closed-loop control, could increase the size of the
basin of stability. The effectiveness of the stabilization provided by torque undulation is a function
of the amplitude and frequency of the input. In addition, kinematic undulation provides open-loop
stability for sufficiently large frequencies. The results suggest that the snakes need some amount of
closed-loop control despite the clear contribution of undulation to glide stability. However, as the
closed-loop control system needs to work around a passively stable trajectory, undulation lowers the
demand for a complex closed-loop control system. Overall, this study demonstrates the possibility of
maintaining stability during gliding using a morphing body instead of symmetrically paired wings.

1. Introduction
Flying snakes have evolved a form of aerial locomotion
unique among flyers. Because the snakes lack any
specialized flight anatomy, they have to use their entire
body to produce aerodynamic forces both to oppose
gravity and to control the trajectory. Upon becoming
airborne, the snakes splay their ribs laterally and create
a ‘wing’ with an unconventional cross-sectional shape.
Simultaneously, they assume an S-like shape and send
high-amplitude traveling waves posteriorly down
the body, producing aerial undulation (Socha 2002,
2006, 2011, Socha and LaBarbera 2005, Socha et al
2005, 2010, 2015). Compared to other biological or
engineered flyers that use paired, bilaterally symmetric
wings (Alexander 2003, Biewener 2003), gliding in
© 2017 IOP Publishing Ltd

snakes exhibits a number of unique characteristics.
In particular, (i) snakes glide with a highly dynamic
behavior in the form of undulation, as opposed to the
generally static posture of other gliders; (ii) the snake’s
body posture is not bilaterally symmetrical at any
moment in time; and (iii) undulatory motion involves
significant out-of-plane translation of different parts
of the body.
Because the dynamic effects of aerial undulation are manifested by the continuous redistribution
of body mass and aerodynamic forces, undulation
should play some functional role related to the snake’s
aerial performance, stability, or control. However,
despite the growing number of studies on the physical basis of gliding in snakes, the question of the functional role of undulation has not been answered. Jafari
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et al (2014) developed 2D theoretical models of flying
snakes to test the hypothesis that undulation contributes to stability in the pitch direction. They concluded
that undulation has a limited capacity for providing
longitudinal stability. Socha and LaBarbera (2005)
used experimental kinematics data to show that variations in undulation were only weakly correlated to
glide performance. In particular, they found no relation between performance and undulation frequency,
which suggests that frequency is not involved in aerodynamic force production. As a corollary, this also
suggests that the quasi-steady forces produced by the
animal’s forward speed are sufficient to enable gliding. Holden et al (2014) made the same argument
based on the large advance ratios observed in flying
snakes. These studies suggest that undulation is not
particularly important, yet this motion is the aerial
snake’s most prominent behavior.
With our current understanding of the mechanics of gliding in snakes, the strongest hypothesis about
the function of undulation concerns stability. This
hypothesis may seem to contradict the aforementioned results of Jafari et al (2014), that undulation has
limited capacity to provide stability. However, Jafari
et al (2014) analyzed only the longitudinal dynamics
of the snakes, and only the effects of undulation in the
pitch direction were considered. Undulation could still
influence pitch through 3D effects not considered in
Jafari et al (2014), and it is also possible that undulation contributes to stability in the roll and yaw directions. The possibility of such stability is suggested by
the following line of reasoning. In the S-shaped posture, the snake is bilaterally asymmetric at any moment
of time. This asymmetry, even in the absence of disturbances, produces unfavorable non-zero moments that
drive the snake’s body to rotate, potentially causing it
to spin out of control. However, the average body posture over one undulation cycle is symmetric, and the
symmetric averaged posture could cause the moments
about the fore-aft axis to periodically vary about zero
means. Under certain conditions that depend on the
relative timescales of the motions, zero-mean periodic
moments would cause the snake to wobble about the
upright position without losing control, where the
‘upright position’ refers to the observed body orientation in gliding, in which the dorsal surface of the body
faces upward.
The methods of vibrational control lend insight
in how to produce desirable changes in the dynamic
response and properties of nonlinear mechanical
systems using high-frequency, zero-mean periodic
inputs (Meerkov 1980). Applying periodic inputs in a
mechanical system may change the stability properties,
natural frequencies, transient response, and equilibria of the system (Thomsen 2005). The simplest and
most well-known example is the Stephenson–Kapitza
pendulum (Kapitza 1951), a simple inverted pendulum with a pivot free to move along the vertical line. By
vibrating the pivot vertically with sufficiently high fre2

quency, the unstable upward position of the pendulum
can be stabilized without using feedback control. Thus,
it is theoretically possible for flying snakes to exploit
properties of periodic motions, suggesting that vibrational control theory may prove useful for analysis.
Employing periodic inputs to control mechanical
systems generally gives rise to periodic steady-state
motions that are not easy to find and characterize. Nevertheless, for a large class of time-periodic mechanical
systems, the averaging theorem provides a powerful
tool to predict the existence and determine the stability of periodic solutions (Bullo 2002, Guckenheimer
and Holmes 2013). Physically speaking, when the
inputs oscillate much more rapidly than the natural
dynamics of the system, the state of the system can be
approximated to remain the same during one input
cycle. The averaging theorem averages the dynamics
over one input cycle and introduces a time-invariant
(or autonomous) system that approximately has the
same trajectory and stability characteristics as the
original time-periodic system. In vibrational control,
the approach is usually to use the averaging theorem
to replace the original time-periodic dynamics with
the averaged time-invariant system. Next, the averaged
system is designed to possess a desirable stable equilibrium solution, about which the time-periodic system
is ensured to have a stable periodic orbit. The required
inputs are then found according to the aforementioned design. With this technique, the control is open
loop, and the desired motion is achieved without any
feedback from the state of the system. It is imperative
to note that the necessary condition for the averaging
theorem to be valid is that the frequency of inputs must
be larger than a certain value, which depends on the
physical parameters of the system. However, the minimum required frequency cannot be determined from
the averaging theorem itself. In practice, a trial-anderror approach is usually used to select the input frequency that makes the stabilization work (Tahmasian
and Woolsey 2015). Averaging techniques have found
widespread applications in stabilization and control of
biomimetic systems incluing robotic fish (Morgansen
et al 2002), flapping wing micro-air vehicles (Tahmasian et al 2014), and snake robots (Liljebäck et al 2010).
Averaging techniques have also been used to analyze the dynamics of biological systems such as flying
insects (Taha et al 2015).
In this work, we treat flying snakes as nonlinear
mechanical systems, with undulation as a zero-mean
periodic input. According to vibrational control theory, it might be possible that a snake undulates to take
advantage of the properties of periodic motions and
obtain some degree of passive stability. We examine
this hypothesis using a theoretical approach by representing the snake as a chain of successively linked airfoils and developing a dynamical framework for its 3D
motions. Within this framework, the snake’s postural
reconfigurations can be approximated by changing
the orientations of the airfoils. Using joint torques as
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the control inputs, the complexity of the model can
be adjusted to the control requirements. Specifically,
we examine the influence of changing the number of
links, as well as the amplitude and frequency of the
periodic inputs, on the stability characteristics of the
model. In this regard, we determine the minimum
number of links and the minimum frequency necessary to stabilize the model. Using this model, we test
the hypothesis that flying snakes undulate to maintain
their flight stability.

2. Methods
In this study, we model flying snakes as a chain of n rigid
links connected by revolute or spherical joints (known
as an n-chain), producing an articulated snake-like
system. This model has been widely used to study and
model the terrestrial motion of snakes (e.g. Hirose
and Morishima (1990), Dowling (1999), Prautsch
and Mita (1999), Saito et al (2002), Mori and Hirose
(2002), Chernousko (2005), Maladen et al (2011)
and Enner et al (2012)). Here, we modify this model
to consider the 3D motion of snakes through air. We
use a theoretical multi-body model, which consists of
a chain of n airfoils connected by n − 1 revolute joints.
The axes of the joints are assumed to be parallel, so
that the shape of the n-chain model remains planar
while it translates and rotates in 3D as a whole. This
method ignores the out-of-plane motion of the snake,
assuming that such motions are small compared to
the length of the snake. This same justification was
used in Jafari et al (2014) to develop 2D models of
flying snakes. We consider each link to be identical,
with uniform mass distribution and having the crosssectional geometry of the snake-like airfoils (Socha
2011, Holden et al 2014). For any number of links in
the n-chain, the total mass and length of the model are
set to be the same as those of the real snake. To drive
the model and control the trajectory, actuators are
included at each joint to produce the required torques
(figure 1(A)).
The configuration space of the n-chain in 3D
space has a geometric decomposition into the internal
shape variables, called the shape space S, and the rotational and translational group motion of the system
as a whole, which is the special Euclidean group in 3D,
G = SE (3). Elements of G consist of →r ∈ R3, the position of the ‘head’ (point O in figure 1), and R ∈ SO(3),
the relative orientation matrix of the body-fixed frame
x-y-z with respect to the inertial coordinate system
X-Y-Z. The shape space S = S12 ×  × S1n, whose ele→
ments are Θ = {θ2, …, θn}, is the product of n − 1 circles, with S1i comprising the relative orientation of the
ith segment with respect to the first segment, θi. The
shape variables completely determine the articulated
body’s shape by describing the relative orientation of
the connected links. The configuration of the n-chain
can be fully described by an element in the direct product G × S.
3

This decomposition of the configuration space
neatly clarifies the dynamical analysis of the n-chain:
to find the stability characteristics of the n-chain, it is
sufficient to determine how the model is reoriented in
3D by motions in the shape space, which are associated
with postural reconfigurations of the snake. In par
ticular, undulation is represented by closed cycles in S,
whereas flight stability concerns stability of invariant
sets (less precisely, steady-state solutions) in G only.
Because real flying snakes remain stable (i.e. they do
not topple or experience excessively high roll and pitch
angles), we ignore the translations of the model in its
stability analysis and consider the rotational stability
only.
2.1. Modeling of forces
To develop the equations of motion, the aerodynamic
forces on each of the airfoils must be resolved in terms
of its orientation and velocities. A well-established
approach to account for the variation of velocities
along the wing axis due to its angular velocity is the
blade element method (Ellington 1984). We employed
this method by finding the forces acting on thin strips
using the local velocities, and summing up these
forces to find the net force and moment acting on the
airfoil. To calculate the local forces, we followed (Jafari
et al 2014) to ignore any aerodynamic interaction
between the airfoils, and to use the steady lift and
drag coefficients for the snake airfoil determined by
Holden et al (2014). These coefficients were obtained
for airfoils perpendicular to the airflow, but the links
would make arbitrary sweep angles, λ, with the airflow
in the simulation. To account for the sweep angle
effects, we made the assumption that only the normal
component of the airspeed contributes to producing
forces (figure 2). As a result, the magnitude of the
aerodynamic forces Fλ at the sweep angle λ can be
obtained as
Fλ = F⊥ cos2 λ
(1)

where, F⊥ is the aerodynamic force at the same speed
and angle of attack, but with zero sweep angle (Jones,
1947, Schlichting and Truckenbrodt 1979). This
theory has been verified to be in good agreement with
experimental results, particularly at high Reynolds
numbers (Re  >  105) and for sweep angles up to 60°
(e.g. Boltz et al (1960)).
We used equation (1) to find the local normal
forces. We also neglected any force components along
the airfoil span axis.
2.2. Equations of motion
To specify the orientation of the model in three
dimensions, we used the rotation matrix R, which
represents the rotation from the inertial frame to
the body frame fixed to the first link. We chose to
determine the elements of R in terms of the 3-2-1 Euler
angles, with the rotation angles χ, ψ, and φ about z-,
y- and x-axes, respectively.
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Figure 1. Overview of the n-chain model. (A) A representative view of the n-chain model with n  =  3 identical links. The inset shows
the snake-like cross-sectional shape of the links. The x-y-z frame is fixed to the first link, whereas the X-Y-Z coordinate system is
inertial. The entire body of the model, which is viewed from the z-direction in this figure, lies in the x-y plane. The shape of the model
is determined by the angle each link makes with the x-axis. The overall position and orientation of the model are determined by the
position vector →
r and the orientation of x-y-z frame relative to the X-Y-Z frame. The joint torques represent the effort needed to
change the shape of the n-chain. (B) The roll, pitch, and yaw angles are defined based on the x′-y′-z′ coordinate frame, in which the
z′-axis is parallel to the z-axis, and the x′-axis is determined such that the center of mass velocity, vG, lies in the x′-z′ plane.

To explicitly write the equations of motion for
an arbitrary number of links, we selected the velocities expressed in the body-fixed frame x-y-z (commonly called the quasi-velocities) as the variables, and
summed the Newton–Euler equations over all of the
segments to obtain the dynamic equations in G. The
dynamic equations in S were derived by writing the
moment equation about each joint axis. This approach
was identical to using Kane’s method (Kane and Levinson 1985). The equations of motion were compiled
in the following compact form:
⎧ v˙ ⃗ ⎫
⎧
0⎫
 ⎪  ⎪ 
⎪ ⎪
  ˙
(2)
⎬
M (Θ)⎨ ω..˙ ⎬ = f (φ, ψ, v ⃗, ω , Θ, Θ) + ⎨
0⎪
⎪

⎪  ⎪
⎩τ ⎭
⎩ Θ⎭

where v→ is the velocity of the ‘head’, and ω→ is the angular
velocity of the body-fixed frame, both expressed in
the x-y-z coordinates. Matrix M contains the inertial
terms and is a function of shape variables only, and
→
f is the drift vector resulting from the gravitational,
aerodynamic, and second-degree velocity terms. Also,
τ→ represents the input torques exerted at the joints.
To obtain a complete set of equations describing
the motion, the dynamical equations were supplemented by the following kinematic relation:
⎧φ ⎫
d⎪ ⎪

⎨ ψ ⎬ = J (φ, ψ )ω
(3)
dt ⎪ ⎪
⎩χ⎭

where J is the Jacobian of the rotation matrix (Baruh
1999).
4

2.3. Controlled motion about a fixed point
Standard methods to calculate stability in a multidimensional state space require obtaining an invariant
set, whose stability can be determined linearly. We
started analyzing the n-chain model with the simplest
invariant set, a fixed point. Because neither the
position vector →r nor the rotation angle χ appears in
equations (2) and (3), these variables were omitted
from the state vector. Moreover, because our focus was
on the roll and pitch motions, which are not influenced
by the angle χ, we did not attempt to control this angle.
Nonetheless, it should be noted that it is possible
to control χ by a cascading controller through χ̇.
Therefore, a fixed point was determined using
˙
⎧ v˙ ⃗ = ω
=0
⎪ ˙
˙
φ
=
ψ
=0.
(4a)
⎨
⎪ ˙
..
⎩Θ = Θ = 0

To ensure an upright configuration of the chain model,
equation (4a) was augmented with the following
conditions:
φe = 0, ψe = 0
(4b)

where the subscripts indicate equilibrium values.
To control the roll and pitch angles, the model
requires at least two inputs, which must be supplied
by the joint torques. Therefore, the simplest chain had
to incorporate three links. After substituting equations (4a) and (4b) into (2) and (3), we solved for v→e,
→
ω→e, Θe, and τ→e, in which the subscript denotes the values
at the fixed point solution, x→e. Next, we linearized the
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Figure 2. Modeling of the aerodynamic forces. The local forces in the blade element method were calculated using the local
velocities and the steady lift and drag coefficients for the snake airfoil (A), as determined by Holden et al (2014) (reproduced with
permission from (Holden et al 2014)). (B) Sweep angle, λ, was accounted for by using simple sweep theory, in which only the normal
component of the velocity, v⊥, contributes to force production (left). Any force component along the airfoil span axis is neglected
(right).

nonlinear equations of motion about the fixed point
to obtain the local state-space time-invariant form. We
then used the linear quadratic regulator (LQR), a wellknown feedback control scheme, to stabilize the fixed
point solution (Sontag 1998). As a result, the joint torques were determined as:
τ→ = τ→e − K (x→ − x→e )
(5)

with x→ being the system state, and K some constant
gain matrix determined by the LQR. Although the
stabilization rendered by equation (5) was obtained
for the locally linearized system, it tended to work
within a fair neighborhood of the fixed point due to
the robustness of the LQR.
This procedure was repeated for a 4-link model.
The extra degree of freedom made it possible to control
the yaw rate, χ̇, in addition to the conditions expressed
in equations (4a) and (4b). To this end, we replaced the
second line of equation (4a) with ω→ =00.
To examine whether adding periodicity to the
input (vibrational control) can enhance the stabilizing
properties of the designed feedback control, we revised
equation (5) to incorporate a periodic term as
→

(6)
τ→ = τ→e − K (x→ − x→e ) + αuh sin Ωut
→

where Ωu is the input frequency, h is a constant vector,
and αu is a scalar parameter determining the amplitude
of input vibrations. As equation (6) prescribes
oscillations in the input torque, the ensuing control
scheme is called ‘torque undulation’ hereafter.
The procedure described above can likewise be
used to control other motions such as yaw and sideslip,
5

as long as the number of input torques in the n-chain
is equal or greater than the number of coordinates that
are desired to be controlled.
2.4. Motion with shape undulation
To reproduce shape changes in the n-chain that
resemble undulatory waves, we employed a sinusoidal
wave of varying θis traveling posteriorly, with the entire
model comprising one wavelength. Such a wave is
written as:
⎞
⎛ j
π
θ(7)
cos⎜2π − Ωut ⎟, j = 2, …, n.
j (t ) =
⎠
⎝ n
2

By differentiating equation (7) and substituting the
results into equation (2), the rate of translation and
rotation of the model, as well as the joint torques, could
be determined. However, at this point, we were mostly
interested in the passive stability that undulation could
provide, without considering the required control
effort. Therefore, to eliminate the torques from the
calculations, we rewrote the whole-body equations of
motion as:
..
⎧→
˙⎫ →
→
v
M11⎨ ⎬ = f1 − M12 Θ
(8)
⎩→
ω˙ ⎭
⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

→

in which M11, ..M12, and f1 are proper partitions of
→

→

M and f , and Θ takes the role of control inputs. It is
also evident from equation (7) that
..

(9)
Θ = −Ωu2 Θ
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We combine equations (8) and (9) to obtain the
equations of motion in the following form:


⎧ v˙ ⃗ ⎫
−1
(10)
⎨  ⎬ = M11
(f1 + Ωu2 M12Θ(t ))
⎩ ω˙ ⎭

in which the periodicity of the input is emphasized by
the explicit dependence of the shape variables on time.
2.5. Simulations
We developed custom-written programs in MATLAB
(version 2014a) to integrate the equations of motion
using the Dormand–Prince method (Dormand and
Prince 1980). We also used built-in MATLAB functions
to find the fixed-point solutions of section 2.3 and to
design the LQR feedback matrix. Among the several
solutions that we found for the fixed point, we carried
out the simulations with the one having the farthest
dominant pole from the origin.
In spite of the effectiveness of the LQR, because it
was based on local linearization of the system, there
was a limit for the initial deviation before stabilization
fails. Hence, it would make sense to measure effectiveness of the stabilization and the influence from the
periodic input in terms of the size of the basin of stability. Here, we defined stability as not being too deflected
from the upright configuration, so it would be reasonable to consider the basin of stability only in the φ − ψ
plane, instead of the whole state space. For the same
→
reason, vector h in equation (6) was chosen to be the
summation of the columns in the gain matrix K of the
LQR associated with φ and ψ. To determine the basin
of stability, we discretized the φ − ψ plane, and carried
out simulations with initial conditions selected from
the discrete points one by one. Based on the observed
flying snake undulation data (Socha et al 2005, Jafari
et al 2014), the frequency of the periodic inputs was
selected to be 1.4 Hz in the simulations, unless specified.
Because the rotation angles φ, ψ and χ describe the
orientation solely of the first link (i.e. not of the whole
body), little physical sense can be made of the results
for the body orientation when expressed in terms of
these angles. In addition, because the body posture
constantly varies, a time-averaged coordinate frame is
needed to specify the body orientation. Among several
options, we chose a frame that seemed to make the most
physical sense for this locomotor system. Specifically,
we used the x′-y′-z′ coordinate frame, with the z′-axis
being parallel to the z-axis, and the x′-axis determined
such that the center of mass velocity, vG, lies in the x′-z′
plane (figure 1(B)). We defined the roll, pitch, and yaw
angles as the consecutive rotation angles that would
transform the inertial frame into the x′-y′-z′ frame. It is
important to note that a velocity-aligned frame should
be used with care because, in general, it is possible that
the body rotates with respect to the velocity without
rotating in the inertial frame, in which case expressing
the results in the velocity-aligned coordinate frame
could be misleading. However, thorough examination
6

of our results indicates that such an inaccuracy does
not occur because on average, the same angle is maintained between the body and the center of mass velocity (see supplementary videos 1 and 2) (stacks.iop.org/
BB/12/066002/mmedia). In other words, the rate at
which the average model orientation rotates in the x′y′-z′ frame is the same as the angular velocity measured
with respect to the inertial frame.

3. Results
Figure 3 shows the fixed-point solutions of the chain
model with three and four links that were obtained as
outlined in section 2.3, along with the trajectories of
the orientation angles and the center of mass (CoM)
velocities. In figures 3(A) and (B), the shape of the
model and the in-plane component of the fixed-point
velocities are plotted. Although the velocity vector
is shown at the CoM, because the angular velocity
is zero at the fixed point, any point of the model has
the same velocity. As the fixed-point solutions were
found subject to equation (4b), the axis of gravity
is perpendicular to the x-y plane. The solutions for
n = 3 and n = 4 were generally similar, with a C-shape
in which the airfoils made moderate sweep angles
with the velocity direction. Examining the numerical
values revealed that (i) in both solutions, every airfoil
made the same angle with the velocity vector, and (ii)
vy and vz were the same in both solutions, meaning
that the angle of attack was also the same and equal to
α = 27.4 ° for all airfoils. As a result, equilibrium in the
vertical direction becomes trivial; with the same angle
of attack and normal velocity, both models produced
the same amount of lift force to cancel the same weight.
Figures 3(C)–(F) demonstrate the success of the
LQR (equation (5)) in stabilizing the fixed point by
showing that the trajectories starting from an initial
point that was somewhat away from the fixed point
converged to it. The initial deviation for the plotted trajectories were φi = 30 ° and ψi = 40 °, with the
subscripts denoting the initial conditions, and a 2%
deviation in the velocity. Note that the roll, pitch and
yaw angles plotted in figures 3(C) and (D) are calculated based on the x′-y′-z′ coordinate frame (figure
1(B)), and their initial values are not necessarily equal
to φi and ψi. Figures 3(C)–(F) also show the effect of
torque undulation (the periodic term in equation (6)),
which made the trajectories starting from the same initial state converge to oscillating about the fixed-point
solution without becoming unstable. However, the
periodic input caused the yaw angle to deviate from
the equilibrium value and start to decrease or increase
with time. This happened owing to the existence
of the variable χ, which became the same as the yaw
angle at the fixed point, where φ = ψ = 0. We had no
control authority on χ because it was cyclic (i.e. it did
not appear in the equations of motion) and unactuated. Although there exist methods to control systems
having unactuated cyclic variables (e.g. Grizzle et al
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Figure 3. The fixed-point solutions of the n-chain model with three and four links. (A) and (B) The model shape and the in-plane
component of the fixed-point velocities. The axis of gravity is perpendicular to the figure plane. Simulations for the model
orientation (C) and (D), and CoM velocities (E) and (F). Using the LQR to stabilize the fixed point, the trajectories with the initial
conditions of φi = 30 °, ψi = 40 °, and a 2% deviation in the initial velocity converged to the fixed point (solid lines). The state
variables starting from the same initial condition, but with torque undulation, converged to oscillating about the fixed-point solution
without becoming unstable (dashed lines). The yaw angle, which was not a state variable, and therefore was not controllable, started
to decrease or increase with time when the periodic term was added to the input. Supplementary movie 1 (available at stacks.iop.org/
BB/12/066002/mmedia) shows the animation of the simulation in figures (C) and (E) with torque undulation.

(2005)), we did not employ them here because we were
not interested in directional control, and our primary
goal was to control the roll and pitch motions.
Figure 4 depicts the basin of stability in the φ − ψ
plane with colors representing the minimum ampl
itude of the periodic input, αu (see equation (6)),
required to have a stable trajectory. The amplitudes are
normalized with respect to the maximum value used
for the simulations. It is important to mention here
that the plots show only a subset of the basin of stability, which has the same dimensions as the state space.
Because we are concerned with the orientation stability, only the φ − ψ section is considered. Although the
maximum amplitude for n = 3 and n = 4 were different, they were selected such that they resulted in the
same control effort, defined as the average torque at
the joints (see appendix). The initial deviations from
the fixed point solutions were φi and ψi, in addition to a
2% deviation in the velocity. We defined a trajectory to
have not diverged, if neither φ nor ψ reached 80° during a 15 s simulation, which was long enough for any
instabilities to manifest. It should be noted that the
basin of stability is plotted only in the first quadrant
because it is symmetric about the φ and ψ axes. Inspection shows that the curves would produce cusps at the
axes when symmetrically reflected in them.
It is evident from figure 4 that the LQR could provide stability only for a finite portion of the shown
space. When the initial angles went far away from the
fixed-point solution, the stabilization by the LQR
7

alone failed, but many of the trajectories could be stabilized with the addition of torque undulation. In the
three-link model, φi mainly determined whether the
LQR alone was sufficient for stability, and φi = 40 ° was
the approximate border for the periodic inputs being
required for stability. The four-link model had a more
complex behavior, with both φi and ψi playing roles to
determine where the LQR alone stabilized the trajectories. Also, stabilization of the trajectories with farther
initial conditions generally required larger amplitudes
of torque undulation. However, this method could not
be used without limits either, as the dark regions in figure 4 show there exist initial conditions for which no
stable trajectories could be found. Nevertheless, using
torque undulation, we could significantly expand the
basin of stability, particularly for n = 3.
Next, we explored how the amplitude and frequency of torque undulation influenced its stabilizing
properties. Figure 5 shows how different torque undulation amplitudes caused the trajectories starting from
various φi and ψi to converge to the fixed point (green
regions) or to become unstable (orange regions). As
before, a trajectory was considered unstable if either φ
or ψ reached 80° during a 15 s simulation. Note that the
regions shown in figure 5 are not plotted in the φ − ψ
plane and should not be confused with the basin of
stability. Figures 5(A)–(D) summarize the results for
n = 3 and indicate that for the majority of the simulated initial conditions, there exists a range for the
amplitude of the input within which the trajectories
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Figure 4. The basin of stability in the φ − ψ plane. Colors
represent the minimum amplitude of the periodic input, αu,
required to produce a stable trajectory. The amplitudes are
normalized with respect to maximum values that resulted
in the same control effort for both n = 3 (A) and n = 4 (B).
φi and ψi were the initial deviations from the fixed point
solutions, in addition to a 2% deviation in the velocity. The
basin of stability is plotted only in the first quadrant because
it is symmetric about the φ and ψ axes. The dashed lines are
the limits beyond which the LQR alone could not produce
stable trajectories. The addition of torque undulation
significantly expanded the size of the basin of stability by
making the trajectories stable where the LQR alone failed.
For the initial conditions inside the black regions, no
stabilizing control input could be found.

remained stable. In addition, the stable region became
smaller as φi increased, because the initial conditions
moved farther from the fixed-point solution. Figures 5(E) and (F) summarize the results for n = 4 and
show a more complicated behavior, with some trajectories becoming stable and unstable, and sometimes
stable again, as the input amplitude increased from
zero to the maximum value. Moreover, there exist
‘islands’ of stable and unstable parameter sets within
the unstable and stable regions, respectively. Nonetheless, proper periodic inputs could be employed to
stabilize many of the trajectories for which the LQR
failed, also for n = 4. Such trajectories are identified
as parts of the horizontal axes that are borders of the
orange regions.
Figure 6 encapsulates the effects of the torque
undulation frequency on the size of the basin of stability. The figure shows the percentage of the φi − ψi space
that could be stabilized using the LQR and torque
undulation with any amplitude. The input frequency
range, Ωu = 1 to 2.2 Hz, was selected to match the
range observed in experimental data of flying snakes
(Socha et al 2005). It is evident from figure 6 that for
the three-link model, the basin of stability was the largest with the input frequency within the range 1.4–1.6
Hz, whereas Ωu = 1.8 Hz resulted in a moderate size of
8

the basin of stability, and the other cases were inferior.
Therefore, an optimal range for the input frequency
exists where the basin of stability became the largest;
outside of this optimal range, the basin of stability
shrinks rapidly. However, the four-link model exhibited a different behavior, in which the size of the basin
of stability gradually increases with frequency from
~70% to ~95% of the total variable space. The local
maximum at Ωu = 1.6 Hz was not prominent, and
therefore did not imply a preferred undulation frequency.
The detailed effects of the torque undulation frequency are shown in figure 7, where the curves are
plotted for several input frequencies, and show the
minimum values of the input amplitude required to
stabilize the trajectories. Where the curves do not continue, no input could be found for stabilization, so the
basin of stability was larger where the curves span a
bigger fraction of the plot domain. Clearly, frequency
had non-uniform effects on different parts of the
parameter space. For instance, the curves sometimes
become discontinuous at their left or right ends (e.g.
compare the φi = 60 °curves in figures 7(D) and (E)),
or in the middle (e.g. compare the φi = 50 ° curves in
figures 7(A) and (B)). Figures 7(F)–(J) reveal that the
basin of stability of the four-link model spanned the
entire range of ψi at φi ⩽ 50 °, whereas the shape of the
basin of stability at φi ⩾ 55 ° changed drastically with
frequency. However, those large changes had limited
influence on the size of the basin of stability (figure 6).
Next, we considered the passive dynamics of the
n-chain with shape undulation (equations (7) and
(10)), and used the previous criteria to track whether
stability was lost for a range of frequencies and link
numbers. The results are depicted in figure 8(A), where
the orange region indicates the set of frequencies and
link numbers that made the model become unstable,
and the green region contains the set of parameters
that resulted in passively stable trajectories. This analysis shows that shape undulation could provide passive
stability for the chain model for several frequencies and
link numbers. Apart from the scattered green islands,
the bulk of the stabilizing parameters were within the
region to the upper right corner of the plot, where both
the frequency and the number of links were the largest. This bulk region was separated from the rest of the
plot by a border, which could be described as undulation frequency being a function of the number of links,
Ωu = f (n), where frequency generally decreased with
the number of links. The most important inference
drawn from figure 8(A) is that for any specific number
of links, there exists a minimum frequency of undulation, above which passive stability was obtained.
Although the figure suggests that the region of passively stable trajectories did not extend below n = 12,
we did not examine larger frequencies.
Figure 8(D) shows the orientation angles of the
model for Ωu = 1.6 Hz and n = 20. This simulation
started from an upright configuration, with a forward
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Figure 5. The effect of the torque undulation amplitude on the stabilizing properties of the input in the three-link model (A)–(D)
and the four-link model (E)–(H). With the set of parameters shown in green, the trajectories converged to the fixed point, whereas
they became unstable with the parameters shown in orange. The plots do not represent the basin of stability because they are not
in the φ − ψ plane; however, the plots of figure 4 correspond to the lower bounds of the green regions. In the three-link model, for
the majority of the simulated initial conditions, there existed a range for the amplitude of the input within which the trajectories
remained stable. However, in the four-link model, the trajectories with the same initial condition can alternatively become stable and
unstable a number of times by increasing the input amplitude.

zero without diverging. Figure 8(F) shows the forward
and sinking speeds, which indicate that while the forward speed varied limitedly during the simulation,
the sinking speed first decreased from  −3 m s−1 to
about  −10 m s−1 and then returned to approximately
its initial value. All in all, at the end of the simulation
each state variable returned to approximately its initial
value. Therefore, it is expected that the model would
continue to remain stable no matter how long the
simulation lasts. Note that yaw, which deviates from its
initial value, is closely related to the angle χ, and has no
effect on the model dynamics.
Figure 6. The effect of torque undulation frequency on the
total size of the basin of stability. The set of all trajectories
that could be stabilized using the LQR and the periodic
term with any amplitude was highly dependent on the input
frequency in the three-link model. The basin of stability
became the largest within the range Ωu = 1.4–1.6 Hz, but
rapidly shrank outside this optimal range. By contrast, in the
four-link model, the size of the basin of stability moderately
changed with input frequency, and no optimal range was
observed.

velocity of 8 m s−1, and a sinking velocity of 3 m s−1.
Here, the roll angle increased from zero to about 25°
and then back to zero in about 5 s. The roll angle continued to oscillate about zero for the remainder of the
simulation. The pitch angle increased from zero to
about 50° in 5 s, and then started to gradually return to
zero. The yaw angle started to oscillate about approximately  −90° after reaching this value. The large deviation of the yaw angle should not be interpreted as a sign
of instability, as the stability criterion in this study concerns remaining upright, but not directional control.
Figure 8(E) shows the rates of roll and pitch angles,
which indicate that they continued to oscillate about
9

4. Discussion
4.1. Glide simulations
The results of this work demonstrate the effectiveness
of using periodic inputs to stabilize gliding trajectories
of the n-chain, as measured by the size of the
basin of stability. The periodic part of the input is not
determined from the feedback; therefore, the periodic
input can indeed contribute to the trajectory stability
at any point in the state space. This result indicates that
the stabilizing properties of the periodic inputs used
in the model are quite general. The only requirement
for the stabilizing effectiveness of torque undulation is
that the amplitude and frequency have to be properly
tuned (figures 5 and 7). Moreover, the basins of
stability for the three-link and four-link models are not
similar, indicating that the stabilization is dependent
on the model’s number of links.
An interesting consequence of adding torque undulation to the feedback control input was that it caused
the model to rotate in the yaw direction with a constant
average rate, whereas the yaw angle would asymptoti-
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Figure 7. The effects of torque undulation frequency on the shape of the basin of stability. The curves show the minimum values
of the input amplitude required to stabilize the trajectories, so the curves at Ωu  =  1.4 Hz correspond to the lower bounds of the
green regions in figure 5. Where the curves are discontinuous, no stabilizing input could be found. The shape of the basin of stability
changed nonuniformly with the input frequency for both n = 3 and n = 4. The curves became discontinuous at their left or right
ends (e.g. φi = 60 °curves in (D) and (E)), or in the middle (e.g. φi = 50 ° curves in (A) and (F)). For n = 4, the basin of stability
spanned the entire range of ψi at φi ⩽ 50 °, but became dependent on the frequency at φi ⩾ 55 ° (F)–(J).

cally converge to some constant value in the absence of
the periodic input. As explained earlier, the reason for
this behavior is that angle χ, which becomes the same
as the yaw angle at the fixed point, is cyclic and unactuated; therefore, it is not controlled and is expected to be
influenced by any perturbation including the periodic
inputs. As a result, the model lacks directional control,
and disturbances change its direction of motion. On the
other hand, the effect of the periodic input on the yaw
angle is predictable and constant in average, making it
possible for torque undulation to be used as a simple
means to ‘drive’ the model in the yaw direction. Upon
reaching the desired direction, the periodic inputs are
‘turned off’, after which all variables including the yaw
rate will dissipate and go to zero, and the system proceeds with the new direction.
The periodic motions in the controlled glide
simulations are small-amplitude compared to real
undulation in flying snakes. These small-amplitude
motions cause the model to wobble about the fixedpoint shape, which is asymmetric about any axis (figure 3 and supplementary video 1). By contrast, high-
amplitude waves of shape undulation provide average
symmetry about the fore-aft axis, which should minimize the control requirements. In addition, according to the theory of vibrational control, undulation is
a zero-mean periodic input to the system and may be
able to provide open-loop stability. The simulations of
the passive dynamics of the model with shape undulation suggest that it could indeed provide stability without any feedback. Our results are also in accordance
with the averaging theorem, as they indicate that stability is obtained for any undulation frequency above
a certain value. The minimum required frequency is a
generally decreasing function of the number of links,
which suggests that a lager number of links, or equiva10

lently smoother shape changes, helps to produce stability. Moreover, because power consumption is proportional to the square of frequency, with a larger number
of links, stability is obtained at a lower energy cost.
Figure 8(A) shows that some low-frequency undulatory motions can also lead to passive stability, even at
zero frequency (n = 6). However, these low-frequency
motions are scattered and separate from the compact set
of high-frequency parameters. Such scattered param
eters could not be predicted by the averaging theorem,
but they have been studied in some simple mechanical
systems (Berg and Wickramasinghe 2015). Figure 8(A)
also suggests that a minimum number of links is needed
to obtain passive stability with shape undulation. Testing
this hypothesis requires analyzing the model at higher
frequencies, which was not done in this work. However,
it is noteworthy that some other mechanical systems,
namely boomerangs, are made of as few as two rigidly
connected airfoils and fly through the air with near zero
rates of roll and pitch, but they use high spin rates instead
of shape reconfigurations (Azuma et al 2004).
4.2. Implications about gliding snakes
Our first hypothesis about why flying snakes undulate
when airborne was that undulation is a necessary
condition for stable gliding. The results obtained
from the controlled glide simulations do not support
the hypothesis, as stabilizable fixed points in the state
space do exist, to which the trajectories converged
asymptotically. This analysis shows that stable
trajectories could be obtained with a minimum
number of three airfoils in the model. Therefore, it
is theoretically possible for the airborne snakes to
hold a static posture and still glide, provided that the
snakes have sufficient postural control to dissipate
disturbances. For instance, fine locomotor control
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Figure 8. The passive dynamics of the model with kinematic undulation (equation (7)), and with varying number of links and
undulation frequency. (A) The green region contains the set of frequencies and link numbers that resulted in passively stable
trajectories, and the orange region contains the set of parameters that made the model unstable. Within the bulk green region to
the upper right corner of the figure, which is separated from the rest of the parameter space with the hatched band, undulation
worked as a zero-mean input to render passive stability above a certain frequency for any link number, as the theory of vibrational
control predicts. (B) The corresponding changes in the shape of the model during half of one undulation period, T . (C)–(F) The
simulation results starting from a forward velocity of 8 m s−1, and a sinking velocity of 3 m s−1, with Ωu = 1.6 Hz and n = 20. (C)
The three-dimensional trajectory, with the position axes normalized with respect to the total length of the chain model. (D) The
roll and pitch angles deviated from zero and reached a maximum of ~25° and ~50°, respectively, but they returned back to oscillate
about zero during the simulation time. The yaw angle exhibited a large deviation, which indicates that directional stability was
not achieved. (E) The rates of roll and pitch angles, showing that they continued to oscillate about zero. (F) Although the forward
speed did not undergo large changes, the sinking speed decreased from  −3 m s−1 to  −10 m s−1 and returned back to its initial value.
Supplementary movie 2 shows the animation of the simulation in figures (C) through (F).

executed independently along the snake’s body (as
prescribed by the LQR) can maintain stability. This
control strategy requires accurate feedback from the
state variables including velocities, orientation angles
and their rates, and shape angles and their rates.
However, the neuromuscular system of the snakes might
not be sufficient to accomplish such a complex task.
By contrast, the simulations suggest that flying snakes
could use shape undulation to obtain some degree
of open-loop stability, and become less dependent on
feedback and active control. A similar deduction was
made in Jafari et al (2014), where a model with some
idealizations resulted in passively stable trajectories, but
a more realistic model required active control.
The properties of the chain model can also explain
how the snakes obtain an agile aerial performance
despite lacking specialized flight surfaces. The closed11

loop control can be applied to stabilize not only the
roll and pitch motions as demonstrated by our simulations, but also other motions such as yaw and sideslip.
These control strategies are force-based (i.e. the shape
changes are used to alter the aerodynamic forces and
achieve the desired motion) and work as long as a sufficient number of links in the n-chain is considered.
If the chain model has more links than necessary, the
redundant control inputs contribute to larger reachable and controllable sets (Sontag 1998) within the state
space, which translate into the complicated tasks that
cannot be performed by the system with the minimum
number of links. Having well above a hundred vertebrae, the snakes may be able to perform maneuvers
in this way. Additionally, the snakes could implement
inertial reorientation by exploiting shape changes to
rotate in 3D irrespective of the aerodynamic forces
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(e.g. Walsh and Sastry (1995) and Kolmanovsky et al
(1995)). In this regard, the induced rotation is similar
to the righting of lizards using tail inertia (Jusufi et al
2010) and certain bat maneuvers using wing inertia
(Bergou et al 2015). With inertial reorientation, the
snakes can perform maneuvers that are not observed in
other gliders, such as sharp turning at low speeds and
turning without banking (Socha 2002). Therefore, this
study suggests that the snakes can accomplish multiple maneuvers because of their relatively unrestrained
ability for postural changing, which is enabled by their
musculoskeletal design. In other words, a seemingly
poor body design—cylindrical with no appendages—
turns out to be a versatile asset.
4.3. Modeling limitations
The theoretical analysis in this work entails the
assumptions of the model, suggesting multiple
limitations of this study.
1. Despite limited data about the aerodynamic
interaction between the fore and the aft body of
the snake (Miklasz et al 2010), it is likely that the
flow structures created upstream are intercepted
by the downstream body, producing some
aerodynamic coupling, at least at some points
in the glide trajectory. Because limited data are
available, as a first-order approximation, each
model link was assumed to be aerodynamically
uncoupled from the links before and after.
Moreover, we neglected aerodynamic end
effects, such as tip vortices or effects due to the
low aspect ratio of the airfoils. However, the
robustness of the model stabilizations suggests
that such aerodynamic effects may have only a
minor influence on the basin of stability.
2. The model assumes that the links are uniform,
whereas the real snake displays varying
morphology along the body length. In particular,
the width of the body is non-uniform, being
maximal at mid-body and tapering toward the
tail, and the cross-sectional shape may not be
constant. Such differences will alter slightly the
lift and drag experienced by each link.
3. The model did not simulate the beginning
part of the glide trajectory, when the speeds are
small and the snake’s undulating configuration
is not yet formed. In practice, any simulation
starting from small initial velocities would result
in instability, and the stable trajectories could
be obtained only with sufficiently large initial
velocities. As discussed in Jafari et al (2014), this
part of the glide involves kinematics that are
likely to produce different aerodynamic forces
than those in the developed phase of the glide.
4.4. Conclusions
In this study, we used theoretical modeling to
understand the role of undulation in the dynamics of
12

snake gliding flight. We simulated trajectories of the nchain model about its biomechanically relevant fixedpoint solutions for n = 3 and n = 4. A linearizationbased stability analysis showed that the fixed-point
solutions were unstable, but could be stabilized using
joint torques as inputs. Although the stabilization
was not accomplished globally, it was effective for
a considerable portion of the state space that was
pertinent to the biologically relevant kinematics of
flying snakes. Further exploration revealed that by
adding torque undulation about the fixed-point
shape, the size of the basin of stability significantly
expanded. Moreover, simulations with shape
undulation demonstrated that open-loop stability
could be obtained with a sufficiently large frequency
of undulation. Overall, this study demonstrates the
possibility of maintaining stability during gliding using
a morphing body instead of symmetrically paired
wings. Furthermore, undulation lowers the demand for
a complex closed-loop control system by allowing it to
be formed about a passively stable trajectory.
The results of this study help to understand the
fundamental control mechanisms that snakes employ
during a glide. We determined the minimum functional requirements for the stability of snake gliding;
therefore, our findings could provide insight into the
evolutionary transitions that have led to such a unique
behavior. Furthermore, by studying the gliding behavior of snakes, it may be possible to learn a novel method
of implementing vibrational control in a flying air
or water vehicle. Finally, the dynamical framework
we have developed allows us to explore theoretically
possible but biologically unrealized motions, and to
exploit the underlying principles to engineer biologically inspired robotic analogues to snakes. However,
for robotic applications, weight and power limitations
have to be carefully considered, as the required power
substantially increases with weight. In particular, the
open-loop kinematic undulations were simulated
based on the assumption that any required joint torques could be supplied. So, it is possible that the stabilizing properties of undulation could be used to design
a snake-like flyer if actuators with sufficiently small
weight-to-power ratios are available.
Refinements of this model would be served by
incorporating more accurate representation of the
snake’s 3D kinematics, as well as understanding the
full aerodynamics of the snake’s cross-sectional shape
throughout the body. A study is currently underway
to determine the behavior of two snake-like 2D airfoils placed in tandem (Jafari et al in preparation), but
the effects of low aspect ratio, unsteady motions, and
sweep angle remain unexplored. Experiments in which
the snakes are perturbed in their glide, or with robotic
models, are needed to verify these theoretical results.
The methods of this work may be useful to study other
aspects of snake flight including the dynamics of turning or the effects of shape kinematics on the trajectory.
Moreover, a similar approach can be applied to limb-
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less motion through any fluid, for example with the
swimming of eels (Tytell et al 2010).
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Appendix. Normalizing the periodic input
amplitude based on the control effort
To be able to properly compare the simulation results
for models with different numbers of links, we need
to obtain a measure of the control effort independent
of n. Because the n-chain model is an attempt to
approximate the waveform of the real snake, we assume
a sinusoidal variation of torque along the body. Such
an approximation satisfies the boundary conditions at
the head and tail points of the model, which are free,
indicating zero torque at those points. Based on this
estimation, the appropriate form of the joint torques
is expressed as

(

)(

)

(A.1)
τj (t ) = τ0 sin πj n ν πj n − ωt
where ν (⋅) is some bounded periodic function, and

(

)

(A.2)
τj = τ0 sin πj n
is the jth joint torque amplitude, with τ0 being some
reference value. Therefore, the joint torques can vary
as periodic functions of time representing a traveling
wave. A similar approximation was used in Hirose
and Yamada (2009) for the terrestrial locomotion of a
snake-like robot.
If we define the control effort as the RMS value of
the joint torque amplitudes using equation (A.2), it
can be shown that
1
2
τrms =
τ 2j =
τ0
∑
(A.3)
n j
2

which is independent of the number of links.
Therefore, we normalized the amplitude of torque
undulation for the models with different numbers of
links, with respect to the reference amplitude for each n
that resulted in the same control effort.
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